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Abstract. NiMo is a totally graphic language from the family of Higher
Order Typed languages with a strong Data flow inspiration. The inter-
preter is a specialized graph transformation system, and therefore the
language operational semantics is given in terms of graph transforma-
tions. In NiMo parallelization is implicit and the evaluation policy is cus-
tomizable following a process-centered approach. Here we explore some of
the methodological possibilities that it opens. Some classical examples
illustrate how combining modes greatly increases processor usage, de-
creases channel population, and achieves subnet synchronization in a very
easy and intuitive way. We also present a stream programming technique
and a real case application for generative and multistage-programming.
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1 Introduction

With the emergence of commodity multicore architectures, exploiting tightly-
coupled parallelism has become increasingly important. Most of the paralleliza-
tion efforts are addressed to applications that compute with large amounts of
data in memory and in general have a regular behavior. In the scenario of tiny
artifacts, interactive/reactive applications do not deal with huge amounts of data
in memory, but streams of data. However they can still exploit several cores in
a fine grain parallelization. Hence, finding simple ways to increase parallelism is
now a matter of general and growing interest.

NiMo (Nets In Motion) is a graphic-functional-data flow language designed
to visualize algorithms and their execution in an understandable way. The bi-
dimensional representation displays the chain of process dependences revealing
the implicit parallelism, and graphic execution helps us to understand where
and when resources are used in the program, thus giving clues to optimize the
solution. Programs are process networks that evolve showing their full state at
each execution step. Processes are polymorphic, higher order and have multiple
outputs. The language has a set of primitive processes well suited to stream
programming and supports open programs and interactive debugging. The sys-
tem provides an also graphic and incremental type inference system [1] that
guarantees type-safeness by construction.



NiMo is a (non-strict) parallel language, but there are no explicit constructs
to indicate parallelization. In the NiMo model all processes selected to act are
supposed to execute in parallel at the same execution step. An execution step
is a transition from one net to the next, where all the selected processes have
produced the corresponding graph transformation. From the user point of view
all of them have acted in parallel. The system provides facilities to measure the
used resources (parallelism level, number of steps, number of processes, etc.).

The NiMo initial version followed a parallel lazy evaluation policy; neverthe-
less, the user could locally modify the evaluation order by setting an explicit
requirement on any process. In the current version, a variety of modes deter-
mine the activeness (potential activity degree) of each process. Modes can be
globally or locally set for each process and dynamically changed giving the user
a very intuitive and notably flexible way of customizing evaluation order. By
tuning modes, the user can increase the number of processors that could act
concurrently, regulate channel population or the evolution of the number of
alive processes during execution. Furthermore, the evaluation modes could be
used for deactivating subnets during experimentation or promoting speculative
calculations, and to prevent evaluation of symbolic values. Since NiMo programs
are graphs that evolve in execution, the operational semantics of the language
was given in terms of graph transformation rules. It was presented in [2]. Here
we discuss the possibilities opened by a flexible evaluation policy.

The next section gives a very brief introduction to the language constructs
necessary to understand what follows. A more complete description of the lan-
guage can be found in [3]. Section 3 summarizes the NiMo execution model,
giving the repertory of process modes and a first example of their use. Section
4 presents a case study for the classical quicksort algorithm to illustrate how its
performance can be drastically improved by only changing modes. Afterwards
a further transformation increases even more the pipeline parallelism. Section
5 discusses the use of modes to handle symbolic execution and generative or
multi-stage programming.

2 NiMo elements

NiMo programs are directed graphs with two kinds of nodes: processes and data
items. Horizontal arrows represent channels of flowing data streams, and vertical
arrows entering a process are non-channel parameters, which can also be pro-
cesses. Processes can have any number of inputs and outputs, making the use of
tuples unnecessary. There are neither patterns nor specific graphical syntax for
conditionals. The main tokens are: rounded rectangles for processes, circles (or
ovals) for constant values, black-dots for duplicators, and hexagons for data ele-
ments. Circles are labeled with their value for atomic types or with their names
for symbolic constants of any type, even polymorphic. Hexagon labels are I, R,
B, L and F for integers, reals, booleans, lists, and functional processes. Polymor-
phic data are labeled with “?”. The NiMo syntax makes intensive use of color.
In hexagons and circles it indicates their type, in process names it denotes the



evaluation mode, and edges have a state shown as a colored diamond to indi-
cate process activation or data evaluation degree. All the mentioned nodes are
interfaces having typed (in/out) connection ports. Interfaces are dragged from a
ToolBox and dropped into the workspace where the net is being built. Clicking
on a pair of ports connects them with an edge if both types are compatible;
otherwise a failure message is generated. When a process output is connected
the diamond is white, incoming data items are connected with a green diamond.
The user can change the white diamond of a process output to red in order to
request the process to act, or it can be changed in execution by its precedent
process. There are two kind of processes: the gray ones are built-in processes
(bPs) for basic types and stream processing, and the white ones are user de-
fined processes (nPs). The repertory of bPs includes multiple output versions
of many Haskell prelude functions, as the process SplitCond, that splits its entry
channel according to the condition stated by the process connected at its vertical
entry1. Also, some basic processes have configurable arity, as a Map with n input
and m output channels (generalizing map, zipWith and zipWith3 ), TakeWhile
and Filter with n input and output channels, and an Apply process. There are
also two kind of hexagons: list-item hexagons for channel elements and termi-
nal hexagons corresponding to the net outputs. Since the flow is from right to
left, they are the leftmost interfaces. Subnets connected to a terminal hexagon
are considered productive even when incomplete because in NiMo a process can
execute even though its non-needed inputs are left open. In execution all the
non-productive subnets are deleted by the garbage collector.

2.1 An Example

Fig. 1 shows the fifth execution step of a prime numbers generator (Eratosthenes

Fig. 1. Eratosthenes sieve, fifth step

sieve algorithm). In this case, the result (leftmost hexagon, labelled L) is a

1 In Haskell code splitCond p l = (filter p l, filter notp l) where notp x= not(p x)



list with two already calculated elements (light blue hexagons labeled I) with
constant values 2 and 3. The remaining elements are to be produced by the
(recursive) subnet sieve whose entry channel at this step has a first element with
value 5 and the next ones are to be produced by the subnet fromStep generating
the odd numbers. The bPs SplitCond and Map are marked with a red frame. In
the next step these will execute in parallel. The subnets sieve and fromStep are

Fig. 2. Net primes

net processes. Fig. 2 shows the initial net (and the equivalent Haskell code). nPs
are user-defined components whose interfaces (the white rounded-rectangles) are
defined by means of a parameterization mechanism. The net in/out open ports
considered as formal parameters or results are bound to the in/out ports of a
configurable interface that is given a name. Later it can be imported to the
Toolbox to be used as a process in a new net and so on, allowing incremental
net complexity up to any arbitrary degree. At execution if the nP has to act,
the white process interface is replaced by its associated net even if some of its
parameters is not connected. Fig. 3 shows the net process definition for fromStep

Fig. 3. Net process definition for fromStep

and its correspondence with the equivalent Haskell code.



3 Executing nets. Process modes

In the initial version NiMo followed a parallel lazy policy. All processes acted
only under demand (only when some of their outputs had a red diamond), except

a distinguished one that continuously forced its provider to act. The
user could also set a demand on a given process by changing to red some of
its output diamonds. A required process without enough data demanded the
necessary input providers to act and so on (red diamonds propagation). Now
the evaluation policy is no longer uniform. Several modes of increasing activeness
can be set globally (for all) or locally for each process and can also be changed
during execution. Modes alter the process scheduling without changing the code
(only the color of process names changes). The modes for basic process are:

– Disabled: the process is not able to execute (even if requested).
– Demand-Driven: The process is able to execute only if requested.
– End-Driven: The process is also able to execute as soon as it can end and

disappear (for instance, a non-required map can execute whenever any of its
input channels ends).

– Data-Driven: The process is able to execute as soon as it has enough data.
– Weak-Eager: the process is always able to execute or to request its needed

input providers.

Net processes have three possible modes:

– Disabled: never expand;
– Demand-Driven: only when requested;
– Auto-Expand: always applies its expansion rule.

When only the outermost processes (the ones nearest to the net outputs)
are set to Weak-Eager, and all the other processes are set to Demand-Driven
the net has a total lazy parallel behavior. Laziness can be relaxed in order to
simplify the net by changing to End-Driven the Demand-Driven basic processes
(weak-lazy policy). And setting all the basic processes as Data-Driven gives the
usual semantics in the data flow approach. But an eager semantics cannot be
emulated in NiMo by only changing modes (additional red diamonds must be
set), because NiMo is a non-strict language and Weak-Eager processes require
only their needed inputs.

The process-centered approach makes it possible to have the advantages and
overcome the drawbacks of the standard evaluation policies. In particular, it
reconciles the Demand-Driven (lazy) approach, where processes require data to
their providers (PULL data from the left) and the Data-Driven (data flow) model
where data make the consumer processes act (data PUSH from the right). Com-
bining modes allows integrating both policy directions to coordinate producers
with consumers.

The following section shows how an appropriate combination of modes allows
increasing the implicit parallelism, dealing with subnets synchronization and
regulating channel population. The example illustrates the use of the system
tools for measuring the execution behavior.



3.1 Experimenting with modes

Lets consider again the prime numbers example in section 2.1. The net definition
of sieve is shown in Fig. 4. A roughly equivalent Haskell code (since in NiMo
there are not patterns nor special syntax for conditionals) is the following:

sieve [] = []

sieve (a:x) = a : sieve (filter (nodiv a) x)

nodiv a n = ( mod n a) > 0

The sieve’s input list is the entry of its right-most process HdTl. The head
of the entry list is duplicated to be the first generated output of sieve and the
(second order) parameter of isDiv. Process SplitCond splits the tail of the entry

Fig. 4. Net sieve

list into two channels, but the first (with those that satisfy the condition) is
left open, then acting as a filter for the opposite condition. The resulting values
are the entry for the recursive call of sieve, once proven the list is not empty
by means of the conditional process ifBool (otherwise the result is the empty
list ). In fact one could argue that in this context it will never happen and
we could eliminate the conditional process. That is true, but in NiMo a net
process interface (not in Disabled mode) is replaced by its internal net definition
whenever it is required to act, i.e. when its has a red diamond in any of its
outputs, which persists in the bound internal process output. Hence, even not
having yet a first element to act the sieve net would be expanded, then the same
would occur with its internal sieve interface and so on, with the unnecessary
waste of memory and screen. The conditional overcomes this problem2 because
its condition only can be evaluated when a new value is produced by SplitCond.
At this time the process ifBool disappears (together with its first and second
parameters), sieve interface takes its place maintaining the red diamond in its
output connection and it expands in the next step.

Hereafter we analyze how process modes impact the network performance.

2 As happens with the Haskell patterns.



In the first experiment we choose a lazy policy, i.e. all processes (in the first
level net and also in the subnets) are set to demand driven mode and an activator

process is added to force a continuous demand in the primes net output.
Fig. 5 shows the execution at the time when the prime 11 is generated. According
to the system step counter this take place at step 89 and we can see two system
resource viewers. The one on top shows that most of the time there is only
one process acting, except when fromStep also acts in parallel to produce the

Fig. 5. All processes Demand-Driven

Fig. 6. All processes Data-Driven



next odd number. The other one shows that the number of data and processes
are almost the same. A lazy approach in general produces low parallelism but
maintains the channels size bounded.

In the second try all (bPs) processes are set to Data-Driven. Fig. 6 also
shows the execution at the time when the prime 11 is generated. In this case it is
produced at step 39, and in the resource viewer on the top it can be seen that the
parallelism level increased, being bounded by the number of already generated
primes. Also, the number of elements in the channel connecting subnets fromStep
and sieve increases as well (let observe the graphic of process/data). At this time
there are ten already generated odd numbers waiting to be treated. It happens
because the productive rhythm of fromStep is much higher than the consumption
capacity of sieve. In general, the Data-Driven approach, common in data-flow
languages, increases the parallelism since processes act as soon as they get their
data, but this behavior can saturate channels.

The way of keeping the advantages of both policies is to use a lazy approach
only in the places where the consumer is not able to process at the same rate
as its producer, to make it wait for the consumer request. In this case, changing
the duplicator’s mode to Demand-Driven since it is the leftmost process of from-
Step. But this implies that the consumer process in sieve has to be changed to
Weak-Eager in order to activate the duplicator once having processed the pre-
vious element. The rightmost process in sieve is HdTl but it dies after the first
computation step, therefore the process that must keep the demand on from-
Step is SplitCond. With just these changes we get a nearly equivalent amount of
parallelism, since 11 is obtained in step 41 without overpopulating the channel.

4 Second Example: QuickSort

As remarked in [4], Quicksort remains one of the most studied algorithms in
computer science. The version therein presented exploits concurrency without
locking or explicit synchronization. The goal is obtained by using mutable store
in a RAM memory. The algorithm is presented in Orc [5], which is a language
based on a calculus with very few combinators; one of them is the parallel com-
binator. In NiMo, it is implicit that all the processes having the necessary values
can be executed in parallel if their modes allow them to act. In this section we
use a simple Quicksort as a second example of how process modes are adjusted to
increase parallelism, and then to analyze further improvements of the algorithm.
Due to experimentation, a variation of the first version is presented along with
the notion of active stream.

The classical simple QuickSort in Haskell code is:

qsort [] = []

qsort (x:xs) = qsort lower ++ [x] ++ qsort greater

where

lower = filter (<x) xs

greater = filter (>=x) xs



Fig. 7. QuickSort net

Fig. 7 shows the equivalent NiMo net process definition where the condi-
tional process ifBool and the access process HdTl replace the pattern matching
mechanism not present in NiMo. The leftmost process concatenation(++) brings
together the elements that are smaller than the pivot (if any) and the elements
greater than or equal to the pivot (the list-item hexagon). On the far right, the
input’s head is duplicated to become the pivot and also the second order param-
eter of SplitCond, which splits the tail of the entry into the two segments. Each
one is the entry for two recursive applications of QS, once proven they are not
empty, otherwhise an empty list is produced as the result.

Now let’s see what happens when applying a lazy vs. a data-flow policy, as
we did in the primes example, i.e. first setting all processes in Fig. 7 to Demand-
Driven, and preceding QS with an activator process in the program that tests it.
In the second version we set all bPs in the net QS to Data-Driven, leaving only
the recursive QS processes as Demand-Driven and changing to red the diamonds
in front of both ifBool (for expanding QS only when they already have a first
available value). Now the program does not need the activator process.

Running both versions with entry lists of 15 values in the best case, i.e
values in a balanced tree shape, the execution takes 303 steps in the lazy case
vs. 61 in the other one. If the values are already sorted 496 vs. 119 steps, and
in case of decreasing order 678 vs. 146. Moreover, unlike the primes example,
there is no saturation of channels (except may be in the second channel of ++).
Hence for QS, data flow is by all means the best policy to exploit the implicit
parallelism induced by the divide and conquer strategy. In order to furtherly
improve performance we should transform the algorithm in some way.

Looking at the running program, we can see that process (++) treats its
first operand element by element, taking one execution step, and all the values
in the first operand need to be produced before the process can glue the second
operand. On the left of Fig. 8 we can see the net structure when executing QS
with entry 7,3,9,2,4,8,10 which corresponds to a balanced binary tree and, on
the right, when sorting the same values in decreasing order. For obtaining this
picture we have executed the program setting as Disabled the process ++ in the
QS definition. It can be seen that the minimum will take tree-depth steps on
the left and entry-length steps on the right to show up in the output.



Fig. 8. Best and worst cases setting ++ as Disabled

We can eliminate the concatenation delay by transforming the net into what
we call an active stream, since the net can be seen as a stream of interleaved
processes and values, with processes calculating intermediate segments of the
result, as illustrated in Fig 10.

Fig. 9. Sorting without concatenation

The definition for the new net process (QS2 ) is the one on Fig. 9. Processes
QS2 have two input parameters: the stream to be sorted (top right) and the rest
of the stream (bottom right). In the initial net they will be the entry stream and
the empty list respectively. The result is the sequence formed by (QS2 ) applied
to the stream of values smaller than the pivot, followed by the pivot followed by
another (QS2 ) having as its first parameter the stream of values greater or equal
to the pivot and as its second the rest of the stream. In Fig. 10 we can see the
structure of the sequence construction by steps. To do this, the internal processes
QS2 in component QS2 have been disabled, and the execution proceeds until
the first splitting is completed. Then by changing their mode to Auto-Expand,
the net evolves until obtaining the one at the bottom.



Fig. 10. Two intermediate steps running QS2

Table 1 compares the three versions for 15 elements: in balanced binary tree
shape, with the sequence already sorted, and in strict descending order.The mea-
sures used are the total number of steps it takes to sort the sequences, and the
number of steps needed for the result to start flowing, since its is important to
exploit pipeline parallelism. For already sorted inputs there is almost no differ-
ence between QS and QS2 because there is almost no delay by concatenation.
But for inputs in decreasing order (worst case), the output for QS2 starts flowing
much earlier and takes as long as sorting the entire sequence3.

Table 1. Comparing three versions of QuickSort

Method Input Steps steps for first

QS -lazy balanc tree 303 110
QS balanc tree 61 55
QS2 balanc tree 60 51

QS -lazy [1..15] 496 52
QS [1..15] 119 49
QS2 [1..15] 119 48

QS -lazy [15..1] 678 528
QS [15..1] 146 133
QS2 [15..1] 121 121

3 This algorithm runs faster and even uses less space than the classical version also in
Haskell.



5 Symbolic Computation and Generative Programming

The possibility of disabling processes has multiple applications. When the pro-
cess is not yet defined it is the way to prevent it from being forced to act. In
addition, setting some processes to Disabled allows partial testing of subnets,
or executing the algorithm by levels enabling to reason about the net structure
in the intermediate states. This section discusses other two additional uses of
disabling processes: for symbolic computation and generative programming.

Fig. 11. Symbolic execution

The first one is here illustrated with an example where equivalent codes
are compared in an abstract way. In NiMo there are symbolic constants of
any type, even polymorphic. Fig. 11 shows the initial results of evaluating
map(f ◦ g)[x1, x2, x3, x4, x5] and map f(map g[x1, x2, x3, x4, x5]). In this case
the Disabled processes f and g are being used as symbolic functional values;
they do not have an associated net process definition.

Regarding generative programming the idea is to define a net that generates
a second one with some Disabled processes. The resulting net is the desired
program. In order to be executed it is only required to globally set the Disabled
processes to another mode, and execution proceeds in the next step (multi stage
execution) or else the resulting net can be stored to be run later. This technique
has been used (in collaboration with the UPC team of the WISEBED project [6])
to generate different topologies for sensor networks of variable size and afterward
simulating their behavior [7].

The example in Fig. 12 corresponds to the classical problem of calculating
average temperature using meteorological sensors. The initial net (on the left)
is parameterized by the topology (ring, tree, star) and number of sensors. Its
execution generates a network with the desired topology and all sensors having
Disabled mode, so that no one executes until the network is completely con-
structed since all of them have to produce the average temperature at the same



time. Each sensor process is parameterized by the delay to produce its first out-
put according to its position. It is simulated by means of a chain of activator
processes (taking one execution step each). Generation also includes processes
that simulate the input from the environment for each sensor. The net on the
right of Fig. 12 shows the fifth step of the generation stage. The initial net evolves

Fig. 12. Generative programming

until no more processes can act. Now by only changing globally the modes in
Fig. 13 the execution becomes the sensor network simulation. Fig. 14 shows the

Fig. 13. Four sensors in ring topology

net state when two values have been produced in each sensor output. Fig. 15
shows the generation stage result for a binary tree topology with depth 3.

Another example of multistage execution, in this case combining symbolic
and numeric computation, is the generation of the Newton’s binomial expansion
for integer constants with symbolic values a and b and numeric value for the



Fig. 14. Running the simulation

Fig. 15. Binary tree topology with 3 levels

exponent. The arithmetic operator processes (+, ∗ and ˆ) with symbolic param-
eters are set to Disabled mode. The execution stops once generated the binomial
expansion. If we run the same net with numeric values instead of a and b4, once
generated the expansion we can change to Data-Driven the Disabled mode for
all the processes in the resulting net, the execution continues and the numeric
final value is produced.

4 Or if we replace all occurrences of values a and b in the expansion.



6 Conclusion

In programming languages exploiting parallelism, there are constructs or an-
notations that the programmer uses to parallelize or help the compiler to do so.
The presentation of the program changes with these additions. With this con-
cern in mind, [8] introduces strategies. In this approach “A function definition is
split into two parts, the algorithm and the strategy, with values defined in the
former being manipulated in the latter”. Strategies allow establishing individual
evaluation degrees for elements present in function definitions. They are associ-
ated to data types and for instance can describe how deeply individual elements
of a list are to be evaluated. Strategies are used also for controlling parallelism.

In NiMo parallelism is always implicit and given by the net structure. Dif-
ferent branches could be executed in parallel, different parameters of a process
could be evaluated in parallel. Pipeline parallelism occurs when in a chain of
processes several ones acquire enough data to act. The language minimizes the
need for programmer involvement in identifying parallelization. Using the clas-
sification given in [9] we can say that in NiMo the programmer could design
its algorithms being aware that the execution will be done in a parallel model
of execution (second level of abstractness), but the algorithm also runs and is
efficient in a single processor model of computation. The NiMo programmer
strategy focuses on determining the activeness degree for each process. Modes
are a simple and intuitive mechanism for coordinating their interaction in the
way a conductor leads an orchestra. Also, as the annotations are just the color
on the names of processes or on diamonds, the structure of the program remains
exactly the same keeping the mental model. The first goal is to obtain a correct
solution. Users have total control over their code and the state of its execution,
they can interactively modify any program element, undo steps, and store any
state as a new net; therefore the system acts as an online tracer and debugger.

On this regard, Disabled mode allows to freeze subnets for testing by pieces,
or visualizing the algorithm structure in intermediate states. Afterwards, the
program can be tuned by observing the net behavior and the resource system
viewers in order to accelerate execution and/or reduce memory usage.

On the other hand, in NiMo processes with unbound or symbolic parameters
can execute. Disabling processes is also the way of integrating symbolic compu-
tation in the same framework and handling incompleteness. It also provides the
means for generative programming and multi-stage execution.

The term “generative” in software development is associated to a system-
family approach, which focuses on automating the creation of system-family
members[10]. A variant is multi staged programming [11] which makes simplifi-
cations of generic programs developed using good abstraction mechanisms. This
improves the efficiency of the resulting programs. Both approaches need lan-
guage extensions (meta-programming or Domain Specific Languages). In our
context the term refers to building a generating net whose final result is a new
executable net. If the original net is parameterized, then there is a family of
resulting nets. Disabling processes allows stopping the execution at points of in-



terest, and resuming it by globally changing their modes (multi-stage execution).

As a final conclusion we can say that by setting modes the user can modify
the parallel scheduling in a simple and intuitive way since:

– modes define several levels of increasing activity (vs. the usual dichotomy
lazy/eager).

– the process-centered approach allows detailed customizable evaluation, mak-
ing it possible to have the advantages and overcome the drawbacks of the
standard evaluation policies.

– modes can be changed global or locally even in execution, providing a notable
flexibility in program tuning.

– adjusting modes gets the coordination of producers and consumers, which is
the basis for resource usage optimisation.
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